GOODNIGHT
FOREST MOON

by Noah Dziobekci
In the great metal room
There was a comlink
And a tauntaun
And a holo-picture of—
The Executor flying over the forest moon

And there were three little tachs sitting on their backs
And two little ewoks
And a pair of macrobinocs

And a little TIE fighter
And a young scurrier
And a droid and some boots and a bowl of blum fruit

And a quiet old Sith who was whispering “shh”
Goodnight room
Goodnight forest moon

Goodnight Executor flying over the forest moon
Goodnight ewoks

And goodnight macrobinocs
Goodnight datapad
And goodnight datacards
Goodnight little TIE Fighter

And goodnight scurrier
Goodnight droid
And goodnight boots
Goodnight Force

And goodnight blum fruit
And goodnight to the old Sith whispering “shh”
Goodnight stars

Goodnight air
Goodnight noises everywhere